Wonder
Palacio, R. J.

PAL Fiction

Auggie wants to be an ordinary ten-year-old. He does ordinary things, eating ice cream, playing on his Xbox. He
feels ordinary inside. But ordinary kids don't make other ordinary kids run away screaming in playgrounds. Ordinary
kids aren't stared at wherever they go. Born with a terrible facial abnormality, Auggie has been home-schooled by
his parents his whole life. Now, for the first time, he's being sent to a real school. All he wants is to be accepted, but
can he convince his new classmates that he's just like them, underneath it all?
41 pages, 8 unnumbered pages of plates
colour illustrations ;
20 cm.

To all the boys I've loved before
Han, Jenny

HAN Fiction

Lara Jean has never openly admitted her crushes. Instead, she wrote each boy a letter about how she felt, sealed it,
and hid it in a box under her bed. But one day Lara Jean discovers that somehow her secret box of letters has been
mailed, causing all her crushes from her past to confront her about the letters: her first kiss, the boy from summer
camp, even her sister's ex-boyfriend, Josh. As she learns to deal with her past loves face to face, Lara Jean
discovers that something good may come out of these letters after all.
Han, Jenny.
355 pages ;
22 cm

Children of the furnace
Murray, Brin

MUR Fiction

"Under the iron rule of the Revelayshun, one boy discovers the truth ... 'Ty promised my ma he'd bring me up right.
Bring him up to hear the rhythm beat, she said, and to feel the heartsblood warm. Not Strong - not in their way - but
strong in the ways of the heart.' When the Revelayshun murders his pa, Wil discovers through savage inquisition
that he's marked as a Heater, one of the old-time heretics who burned up the world. But Wil holds the key to a
secret. Sekkerland's Shame, the Atrocity, is a great lie - and the Revelayshun will use fire, blood and death to hide
the truth"--Back cover.
Murray, Brin
Children of the furnace (Series) ;

Magic and makutu
Hair, David

HAI Fiction

Sequel to: Ghosts of Parihaka
For Matiu Douglas, apprentice tohunga, the ultimate test of his skill, courage and magical prowess awaits. Hine-nuite-po, Goddess of Death, is calling and those who dream of power and immortality are gathering for the struggle.
Mat and his friends must face old enemies and new as they seek to prevent the destruction of a city and the
inexorable rise of evil. To succeed will bring immortality, power and the love of the goddess. To fail is to die, and
doom the land"--Back cover.
Secondary. Novel for young adults.-Sequel to: Ghosts of Parihaka.-"For Matiu Douglas, apprentice tohunga, the
ultimate test of his skill, courage and magical prowess awaits. Hine-nui-te-po, Goddess of Death, is calling and from

Here to Stay
Farizan, Sara

FAR Fiction

Among the Impostors
Haddix, Margaret

HAD Fiction

Peterson.

Love her wild poetry
Atticus (Poet)

821 Knowledge

For fans of Milk & Honey and Chasers of the Light, the first collection of poetry by Instagram sensation Atticus. Love
Her Wild is a collection of new and beloved poems from Atticus, the young writer who has captured the hearts and
minds of hundreds of thousands of avid followers on his Instagram account @atticuspoetry In Love Her Wild, Atticus
captures what is both raw and relatable about the smallest and the grandest moments in life: the first glimpse of a
new love in Paris; skinny dipping on a summer's night; the irrepressible exuberance of the female spirit; or drinking
whiskey in the desert watching the rising sun. With honesty, poignancy, and romantic flair, Atticus distils the most
exhilarating highs and the heart-breaking lows of life and love into a few perfectly evocative lines, ensuring that his
words will become etched in your mind and will awaken your sense of adventure.

Free Lunch
Ogle, Rex

OGL Fiction

"A distinctive new voice: Rex Ogle's story of starting middle school on the free lunch program is timely,
heartbreaking, and true. Free Lunch is the story of Rex Ogle's first semester in sixth grade. Rex and his baby
brother often went hungry, wore secondhand clothes, and were short of school supplies, and Rex was on his
school's free lunch program. Grounded in the immediacy of physical hunger and the humiliation of having to
announce it every day in the school lunch line, Rex's is a compelling story of a more profound hunger -- that of a
child for his parents' love and care. Compulsively readable, beautifully crafted, and authentically told with the voice
and point of view of a 6th-grade kid,
206 pages

Paper butterfly
Liang, Diane Wei

LIA Fiction

When Mei receives a call from the chief executive at Guanghua Record Company, she learns that one of Mr. Peng's
top starlets--the beautiful pop star and troubled, mysterious Kaili--has been missing for four days. Mei must find the
starlet while keeping up the record company's facade that nothing is amiss.
227 pages ;
25 cm.

Heads you win
Archer, Jeffrey

ARC Fiction

Alexander Karpenko is no ordinary child, and from an early age, it is clear he is destined to lead his countrymen. But
when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying the state, he and his mother will have to escape from Russia
if they hope to survive. At the docks, they are confronted with an irreversible choice: should they board a container
ship bound for America, or Great Britain? Alexander leaves that choice to the toss of a coin. In a single moment, a
double twist decides Alexander's future. During an epic tale of fate and fortune, spanning two continents and thirty
years, we follow his triumphs and defeats as he struggles as an immigrant to conquer his new world. As this unique
story unfolds, Alexander comes to realize where his destiny lies, and accepts that he must face the past he left
behind in Russia.

Black swan green
Mitchell, David

MIT Fiction

The kings of Clonmel
Flanagan, John

FLA Fiction

Halt, Will, and Horace set out for Hibernia, where a quasi-religious group, the Outsiders, is sowing confusion and
sedition, and they find that secrets from Halt's past may hold the key to restoring order before the last kingdom is
undermined.
Flanagan, John
(John Anthony).
Ranger's apprentice ;bk. 8.
358 pages ;
24 cm.

Dyslexia Next Steps for Teens
McNicholas, Ann-Marie

616.8 Knowledge

What is college life like for someone with dyslexia? -- What type of course should I study? -- How do I find out about
support at college? -- Will I need to have a dyslexia assessment? -- What kind of support is available? -- Can I get
help in exams? -- What technology is helpful? -- How do I stay organised? -- What do I need to know about life
outside college? -- What happens after college?
"This book addresses the most common questions and concerns of teenagers with dyslexia who are preparing for
further education or training. Targeted at 14-17 year olds, this engaging and informative guide empowers young
people to make informed decisions about the next stage of their education, and helps them plan for a smooth
transition to college, university or the workplace. This book ensures that teenagers with dyslexia are aware of their

Cuz
Van der Laarse, Liz

VAN Fiction

When River meets his cousin, Huia he realises how little he knows about tikanga Maori. He can't speak the
language, he doesn't know the protocol, and he hates it. And he resents her. Why couldn't his father have stayed
around and taught him these things? But then something happens that changes everything. He needs Huia now,
and everything she knows. If they are to surview"--Back cover
author. 163 pages ; 20cm Novel for children. "New Zealand version of Hatchet."--Cover. Includes appendices on
search and rescue, maps, preparation for going bush and edible plants. "

Government for the Public Good
Rashbrooke, Max

320 Knowledge

Preface: New Zealand in an evolving world -- Introduction: Holy taxation, Batman! -- Government for the public
good: the core argument -- A partnership in all art: the history of governments -- The ten habits of highly successful
governments: building a new model -- Markets and governments: mapping failures and responses -- The good, the
bad and the greater good: critiques of government -- The night watch: preserving law and order -- Only one earth:
protecting the planet -- Municipal joy: urban planning and place-shaping -- Liquid assets: organising basic
infrastructure -- Of human flourishing: providing health and education -- A balance in the unbalance: redistributing
income and wealth -- Master and machine: managing the economy -- A fluid future: a vision of liquid government.
"In a time of global political ferment, established ideas are coming under renewed scrutiny. Chief among them is

